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A Longing for Courage:
The Declaration of Peace
A Reflection

from a paradigm of violence. In contrast, the chorus declaring peace offers a “freedom for” the cultivation of empathy,
lthough the representatives of the U.S. citizens, i.e. the especially for the people of Iraq and the U.S. soldiers. Arising
U.S. Congress, never officially “declared war” on Iraq, a from empathy, we begin to hear the voices; we begin to
broad coalition of U.S. citizens recently “declared peace.” Let imagine an Iraqi-led peace process; we begin to commit to
solidarity, especially with the suffering by offering reparaus explore the sources of this longing…
When the tears keep pouring out…when the fear of the tions and reconstruction to the people of Iraq, along with
final day and the final breath chills ones bones…when the increased support for traumatized U.S. veterans.
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If the troops begin pulling out, violence may linger or even
When 46.6 million (15.9% of ) Americans lack access to
spike
in the short-term. However, the force of cooperation
health care¹ …when 37 million (12.7% of ) Americans are
will
have
more fertile ground to grow. Distrust will diminish
below the poverty level with the number rising each of the
when
we:
remove our concrete ability to threaten the people
years between 2000-2004² …when over 727,000 Americans
of Iraq; affirm the autonomy of
are homeless³ …in this space one
Iraqis to act on conscience; genermay begin to empathize with peoate more effective reconstruction
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by offering contracts to Iraqi comArising from these initial tastes of
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vise the reconstruction efforts; and
to such a society, to such a becomallow them to embrace the gifts
ing for human beings? What do their
they are as humans. In all, such a
voices say? 85% to 90% of Iraqis,⁴
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72% of U.S. troops,⁵ and 66% of
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American people⁶ say ‘no’ and see
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politicians) and 78% think the U.S.
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of another declaration of war, the
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strated,
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dom from” the illusion that we’re A Declaration of Peace activist being arreststuck between ‘lethal force’ and ‘cuted in Washington, D.C. during a die-in
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on Oct. 24th before the election indicated that 20% think
we’re not winning the war.⁹ Yet, even this question, this
notion of ‘winning or losing,’ maintains our enslavement to
the paradigm of violence.
We must ask ‘who are we becoming?’ The trauma and
dehumanization of the Iraqi people (especially the poor),
of American soldiers and vets, and of the poor in America is
dishearteningly obvious. A moment for courage is upon us
-- a courage to enter boldly into a new paradigm. We seek a
courage that creates a space in Iraq and in the U.S. for conflict transformation, not merely an absence of war. We seek
a courage that goes beyond ‘fight or flight’/‘win’ or ‘lose’ scenarios. We seek a courage that stays involved, enters into the
chaos, and creates the conditions for accountability, healing
and reconciliation within Iraq, within the U.S., and between
Iraq and the U.S. We seek a courage that arises to a justice
known as restorative justice, similar to the impetus for truth
and reconciliation commissions. Yes, we seek a courage that
declares peace!
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